
{p5} Subtractive Style Series   

Challenge:

Gain an understanding of rendering a common form {a shoe} in three different styles; 
Realist, Abstract, Non-Representational/Non-Objective. Expand your creative problem 
solving skills by creating one series built of styrofoam using subtractive building skills. 
Final presentation will invite a further investigation of space by creating a small site 
specific installation within the WASH building.                                                                                                       
                                                                          
Objectives: 

+ Observe and analyze characteristics and functionality of your object through careful 
observation and research 

+ Conceptually adapt, replicate, stylize, exaggerate and modify the representation of 
your object using three different styles

+ Create an ambitious series, beyond what is expected

+ Gain subtractive building skills by utilizing thoughtful building in three dimensions

+ Install work in a site specific & unique manner. 

+ Build critical thinking & creative problem solving skills while working within a series. 


Materials:  
Styrofoam, insulation foam sheets, sand paper, carving tools {hacksaw 
blades & eye protection provided by WASH}. After carving, polishing & 
sanding, each styrofoam form will be finished by attaching/wrapping them in 
WHITE tissue paper. You may use Modge Podge and/or Elmer’s glue. It is 
important to use glue that dries clear {avoid wood glue}. You may ONLY use 
white tissue paper & will need to layer the tissue paper to create an even/
opaque surface, after carving & sanding is complete with each form. Be 
thoughtful in your carving, sanding & tissue paper attaching choices.

A note on material options to keep in mind: 

- Styrofoam often requires much more sanding, but since it is already white, you will 
use less tissue paper to cover your forms.


- Insulation foam sheets are easier to sand & create a smooth surfaces, however, the 
lavender color requires many more layers of white tissue paper.   
                                                                                                                               
Subtractive Building:                                                                                                     
Use subtractive, also called a reductive techniques to create three style versions of 
the same shoe.                                                                                                                             
Create one realistic shoe, one abstracted shoe & one non-representational form. 
Scale should be close to actual size of your shoe with the realistic version.              
Scale may vary with other style versions {abstract & non-representational}. 


In order to begin this process, you must create a layered stack of styrofoam material 
or insulation foam by cutting material with X-acto knife or hacksaw & gluing it 
together with glue or adhesive spray.
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RESEARCH the FOLLOWING  
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Subtractive Building Skills {carve it,  
cut it,  drill it,  sand it, slice it, poke it, 
mold it, form it, repeat it...subtract layers 
from form}
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Once pieces are glued all stacks must be weighted down with cinderblocks 
overnight to allow glue to set/dry before carving begins. 


Sketching with markers directly on the material can be helpful before carving your 
form. 


Checkpoints & Deadlines:  
  

MATERIAL CHECKPOINT:  
1:30pm Mon. {11/7} & Tues. {11/8} ALL MATERIALS purchased for 
this project & brought to studio, along with shoe you will be working 
from. 

PROCESS CHECKPOINT: 
1:30pm Wed. {11/9} & Thurs. {11/10} 

All three stacks of material are cut, glued & DRIED; work started. 

Carving Completed Critique: 
1:30pm Mon. {11/14} & Tues. {11/15} Carving should be DONE on all 
three forms. 


FINAL Critique: 
1:30pm Mon. {11/21} & Tues. {11/22} Series is complete both in 
carving & tissue paper surface wrapping is complete. Installation will 
occur during studio.  

Grade Evaluation: 

Design + Craft + Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process.
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